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To the Editor,

The editorial by Goldstein et al.1 expresses concern

regarding the methods and ethics of our Benzodiazepine-

Free Cardiac Anesthesia for Reduction in Postoperative

Delirium (B-Free) trial, suggesting that waived consent

cannot be justified when interventions are administered

directly to individuals. In our view, however, international

guidelines and current practice support the concept that

trials evaluating treatments administered directly to

individual patients can fulfill the requirements for a

waiver of individual consent, provided that they have

minimal risk.

There are many completed and ongoing cluster trials

that test policies related to the use of pharmacologic and

other interventions where waiver of consent has been

accepted. Such trials include: conventional vs incremental
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antibiotic prophylaxis strategies on the incidence of

pacemaker infection;A saline compared with buffered

crystalloid intravenous fluid on the incidence of acute

kidney injury;B chlorhexidine-impregnated vs non-

antimicrobial wipes on healthcare-associated infectionC

and empiric antibiotic cycling on the prevalence of

antibiotic resistant bacteria in intensive care unit

patients.D Trials using individual randomization have also

satisfied the requirements for waiver of consent, including

a recent large trial examining the effect of fresh vs older

blood on mortality after transfusion.E Although the authors

of the editorial take an extreme position that informed

consent is always required for individual-level

interventions, one of the authors (Taljaard) was an

investigator in a recently published trial comparing high

vs low-dose influenza vaccination in individual residents of

nursing homes, where consent to participate was obtained

from the nursing home (i.e., gatekeeper consent), not the

individual residents.F

Various regulatory bodies overseeing and ensuring the

ethical conduct of research, such as the Government of

Canada Panel on Research Ethics and the United States

Food and Drug Administration, have established

requirements to justify a waiver or modification of

individual patient consent.2,3 They incorporate the

following general principles:

(i) altered consent is required to answer the research

question

(ii) research involves minimal risk

(iii) lack of a priori consent will not adversely affect

participant welfare

(iv) information about the research being conducted is

provided to participants when possible

(v) benefits of undertaking the research outweigh the risks

of not obtaining a priori consent.

Goldstein et al. assert that the intervention evaluated

within the context of the B-Free trial neither requires

cluster randomization nor satisfies criteria for waiver of

individual consent. In particular, they assert that altered

consent is not required to answer the research question. We

disagree, and perhaps they have misunderstood the

question that the B-Free trial is addressing. Our trial is

not asking what happens to individual patients randomized

to receive one therapy or another. Rather, we are asking

what happens to hospital delirium incidence when there is

an institutional policy of one therapeutic strategy compared

with another. This question can only be answered by

randomizing at the institutional level, as in the cluster

cross-over trial that we are conducting. Cluster randomized

trials are the preferred design to address questions of

institutional policy, whether applied directly or indirectly

at the level of the individual. For the most part, anesthesia

practice is based in institutions treating many patients with

similar conditions. Patient care is ideally guided by

institutional policies that incorporate best practice when

this is well-defined. Many factors may impact

effectiveness, beyond the efficacy of the policy itself.

Specifically, issues around practitioner adherence to the

policy (reflecting knowledge translation) or policy

application at the level of the individual patient

(reflecting population selection) are not taken into

account in individual participant randomized trials but

are captured by cluster trials.

B-Free evaluates two different cardiac anesthesiology

policies related to the use of benzodiazepines (minimized

vs liberal intraoperative administration). These different

approaches are both minimal risk and used commonly

within Canada,4 though their relative effects are poorly

understood. In our trial, patients receive a letter of

notification in advance of their surgery that provides

information about the trial. Patients are notified that

anonymized hospital data will be collected and are given

the option to withdraw their data. In a pilot study

conducted in preparation for the main B-Free trial,5

which included 800 patients in two centres, no patient

asked to have their data withdrawn. Given that we are

testing the effects of institutional policy change, the

intervention is of minimal risk, and we include patient

A U.S. National Library of Medicine. Prevention of Arrhythmia

Device Infection Trial (PADIT). ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:

NCT01628666. Registered June 27, 2012. Available from URL:

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01628666 (accessed July

2018).
B Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry. Trial identifier:

ACTRN12613001370796. 0.9% Saline vs. Plasma-Lyte 148 for

Intensive Care Fluid Therapy (the SPLIT study). Registered

December 13, 2013. Available from URL: https://www.anzctr.org.

au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=365460 (accessed July

2018).
C U.S. National Library of Medicine. ClinicalTrials.gov identifier

NCT02033187. Daily Chlorhexidine Bathing and Infection Rates in

Critically-ill Patients. Registered January 10, 2014. Available from

URL: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02033187 (accessed

July 2018).
D U.S. National Library of Medicine. Effect of Antibiotic Rotation in

the ICU on the Prevalence of Antibiotic Resistant Gram-negative

Colonisation (SATURN). ClinicalTrials gov identifier NCT01293071.

Registered February 10, 2011. Available from URL: https://

clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01293071 (accessed July 2018).
E ISRCTN Registry. Identifier ISRCTN08118744. Informing fresh

versus standard issue red cell management. Registered February 16,

2012. Available from URL: http://www.isrctn.com/

ISRCTN08118744 (accessed July 2018).
F U.S. National Library of Medicine. ClinicalTrials.gov identifier

NCT01815268. High-Dose Influenza Vaccine in Nursing Homes.

Registered March 21, 2013. Available from URL: https://

clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01815268 (accessed July 2018).
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notification as an element of trial procedures, we maintain

that the B-Free trial is ethical. Once complete, the trial will

generate important information that will guide institutional

cardiac anesthesia policies and may reduce the incidence of

postoperative delirium.
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